Bio-electrosprays: the next generation of electrified jets.
Biological electrosprays are rapidly becoming a robust means by which to engineer living organisms for applications ranging from tissue repair to developmental biology. We previously reported the ability to electrospray living organisms without compromising their viability, but found it challenging to achieve stability in the jetting of these organisms as a result of the chemical properties of the living cellular suspensions. Jet stability is required for the generation of a near-mono distribution of droplets, which is necessary for the development of electrospray technology as a "drop and place" biotechnique. Recently, we determined the conditions needed to achieve jet stability and were able to generate droplets with a near-mono distribution (<50 microm). In this communication, we elucidate the relationship between jet behaviour and droplet size under stable jetting conditions, with a view to further reducing the droplet size to deposit a single living cell within a droplet. We believe that this level of resolution will make electrospray jetting superior amongst the jet-based biotechnologies presently being developed for the engineering of biological architectures comprised of living cells.